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A plaque in memory of King Albert I of Belgium was unveiled on February 8th at the King Albert 
square  in Tel Aviv, in the presence of the mayor of Tel Aviv-Jaffa, Ron Huldai, the ambassador 
of Belgium, Bénédicte Frankinet, officials from the Tel Aviv municipality and Belgians living in 
Israel. King Albert I visited Tel Aviv in 1933 and was hosted by the mayor Meir Dizengoff, who 
was also Honorary Consul of Belgium. The following year, the King who was a passionate 
alpinist died in a climbing accident. In 1935, the municipal council of Tel Aviv decided to name 
after the King the square at the intersection of Nahmani and Montefiori streets. In her speech, 
Ambassador Frankinet paid tribute to the memory of Albert I “a king of hearts who strove all his 
life for peace, the good of his country, and the welfare of the Belgian population”. She also 
recalled the nobility of mind and courage of the King’s wife and widow, Queen Elisabeth, whose 
actions to save the lives of hundreds of Jews during the Nazi occupation earned her the title of 
“Righteous among the Nations”. After the ceremony, the mayor and the ambassador, together 
with a few other guests, went to have a chat in a nearby café, a very telavivian thing to do… 
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   Belgium and the Jewish World 

 

18,500 photos of Belgian Jews in Auschwitz-Birkenau  museum 
 

Visitors to the Belgian exhibition in the State Museum of Auschwitz-Birkenau can now view on a touch 

screen over 18,500 photographic portraits of Jews and Romas deported by the Nazis from Belgium to the 

Auschwitz death camp. The photographs come from the collections of the Jewish Museum of Deportation 

and Resistance which recently published a four-volume, trilingual album, “Mechelen-Auschwitz 1942-1944” 

presenting these photos. “Documenting the fates of Belgian Jews is important for Belgium”, said the 

Belgian ambassador to Poland, Jan Luykx, who attended the presentation of the album in the museum. “A 

great work has been done which enables us to learn the fates of these persons. Thanks to this work, we 

also know that more than half of the Belgian Jewish Community survived World War II”. 

 

    Belgium to preside the International Commission  of the ITS  
 

Starting in May 2010, Belgium will take over the yearly presidency of the 

International Commission of the International Tracing Service (ITS). The Commission 

acts as the controlling body of the ITS, which was set up in 1955 in Bad Arolsen, 

Germany, with the aim of documenting the fate of the victims of Nazi persecution, 

preserving historical records and processing tracing requests. The archive’s 

collections, which have recently been made accessible for historical research, are 

unique in scope and significance. They comprise 26,000 meters of various types of 

documents. The alphabetically and phonetically arranged Central Name Index 

 contains over 50 million reference cards for over 17 million people. In the past few years, the archives 

have been digitized and Belgium has recently received a digital copy of the ITS’ extensive documentation. 

Given the volume of the material, it will take a few months before the documents are made available to the 

public. Belgium will also preside in 2012-2013 the International Task Force for Holocaust Education, 

Remembrance and Research, another proof of Belgium’s unremitting commitment to preserve the memory 

of the Holocaust and transmit it to the young generations. 

 

 

The Digitization  of  
documents at the  ITS  
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   BELGIAN PRESENCE IN ISRAEL 

    2 many DJ’s hit Tel Aviv with their unique rock ing sounds 

 
The famous Belgian DJs, the brothers Stephen and 

David Dewaele, known as 2 many DJ’s gave their 

first concert in Israel last march at Oman 17. The 

club was fully packed  with youngsters who danced 

all night to the eclectic musical style of the duet. 2 

many DJ’s and their acclaimed electro-rock band 

“soulwax” have been touring the world, receiving 

raving reviews. Before the concert, Ambassador 

Frankinet hosted a reception at her residence which 

was attended, among others, by young Belgians  

living in Israel and journalists covering the entertainment scene in Tel Aviv. 

    A very Belgian week of the Francophonie 

 
The “week of the Francophonie” which took place 

last March had a strong Belgian flavor this year. 

More than a hundred guests participated in the 

inauguration evening which was hosted by 

Ambassador Frankinet at her residence, and 

during which a concert of songs and guitar music 

was given by the musicians Lana Ettinger and 

Tamar Eisenman. The week was interspersed 

with Belgian events: the tragicomedy “Les 

convoyeurs attendent” by Belgian filmmaker  

Benoît Mariage, a mix of gritty social comment and dark humor, was screened at the French Institute; 

Belgian professor Michèle Lenoble-Pinson, a renowned linguist from the Facultés Universitaires de Saint 

Louis and  a specialist of the French language, gave a lecture titled: “Du latin aux dialectes, aux patois et 

aux créoles”. She also conducted and commented the “Dictée de la francophonie”. The text chosen for the 

dictée  was Jacques Brel’s famous song “Le plat pays” (“The flat country”, ie Belgium). The winner was 

Lana Ettinger and Tamar Eisenman at  inauguration evening 

The  Dewaele brothers  before their performance at Oman17 
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Claude Komarnicki, a pupil at the Collège des Frères in Jaffa, who said: “In order to win, I think you had to 

commune with the soul of the poet-singer”. 

New Belgians welcomed at ambassador’s residence 

Sixteen Israeli citizens who recently also acquired the Belgian 

nationality were invited with their spouses at the residence of 

ambassador Frankinet who welcomed them into the “family”. 

Everybody enjoyed the warm Belgian atmosphere: Belgian fries, 

Belgian beer and Jacques Brel songs, interpreted by the artist 

Sylvain Biegeleisen.  

Ambassador Frankinet with the new Belgians 

 
Economic relations 

    Belgian-Israeli business breakfast 
 

About a dozen top Israeli businessmen were present at a breakfast buffet offered by the Belgian Embassy 

at the Dan hotel in Tel Aviv. Ambassador Frankinet welcomed the guests and said that Israel and Belgium 

will gain significantly from reinforcing further the commercial ties between the two countries. The guests 

used the occasion to discuss business opportunities and other commercial issues with the embassy’s  

commercial attachés, representing the Brussels, Walloon and Flemish regions, as well as with each other.  

    A Brussels coffee shop at the annual tourism fa ir 
 

Belgium was present at the International Mediterranean Tourism 

Market, the annual Israeli tourism fair, with a stand representing a 

typical Brussels coffee shop. The Belgian participants to the fair 

were the Brussels Convention Bureau, Brussels Airlines, the Floris 

and the Radison Blu Royal hotels, the famous restaurant Chez 

Léon and the Atomium. The participants discussed business 

opportunities with the professionals of the local tourism industry 

while enjoying warm Belgian waffles served in the “coffee shop”. 

 
Belgian participants to the fair and the staff of 
the Brussels and Walloon regions Office.  
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How Belgian Audiovisual Tax Shelter can benefit Isr aeli film producers 

The commercial attaché of the Brussels-Capital and Walloon regions at the Embassy of Belgium, Mr. Gino 

Nale, together with the Israel Film Fund organized a special presentation of the Belgian Audiovisual Tax 

Shelter and its potential benefits for the Israeli film industry. The Tax Shelter is a tax incentive which allows 

a Belgian company wishing to invest in the production of a Belgian audio-visual work to benefit from 

exemption of any retained taxable profits worth up to 150% of the sums actually paid. Some Israeli films 

have already benefited from this instrument via co-productions with Belgian companies.  About 50 Israeli 

film producers were present at the presentation which took place at the Alexander hotel in Tel Aviv and 

showed much interest in the explanations given by the speakers, among them representatives of the 

Belgian Ministry of Finance and the Brussels Film Office. 

Thanks to the tax shelter, the number of Belgian audiovisual productions has roughly 
doubled since 2003. “L’enfant” by the Dardenne  brothers, which received the Palme d’Or 
in Cannes in 2005, is one of the numerous films which have benefited from this tax 
incentive.  

  
 ZOOM ON BELGIUM 

   CULTURE 

Belgian play gets raving reviews abroad 

Pubers Bestaan Niet (Teenagers do not exist), 

a co-production by the theater performance 

company Ontroerend Goed and the youth 

theater house Kopergieterij – both from Ghent – 

has garnered enormous success in Belgium 

and abroad. It has toured many countries under 

the English title Once and for all we’re gonna 

tell you who we are so shut up and listen and 

won prizes such as the prestigious Fringe First 

Award awarded by the journal The Scotsman. “We’re scared of them and scared for them. They make us 

think of their future, and our past. We’re spellbound, and they know it. The achievement of this remarkable 

event from Belgium is to put teenage on the stage. It’s not a play about adolescence, it is adolescence 

itself: making out, fighting, getting high, dancing…Watching the show is like visiting the zoo – teens can 

seem like a different species – or perhaps the circus as these 13 performers walk the tightrope between 

innocence and experience. But it’s us who feel giddy” (Brian Logan, The Guardian). 
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    SCIENCE 

Marleen Temmerman awarded Lifetime Achievement Awar d 

Belgian gynecologist, Professor Marleen Temmerman, has been honored by the British 

Medical Journal with its “Lifetime Achievement Award”. She received the award for her 

scientific research and her commitment to improving women’s reproductive and sexual 

health and rights, especially in Africa. Prof. Temmerman currently serves as head of 

the Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics at Ghent University Hospital. In 1995, 

she established the International Center for Reproductive Health aimed at improving 

healthcare in developing countries. In the Kenyan city of  Mombasa, where she is most 

active, Temmerman has done much pioneering work among prostitutes, victims of 

sexual violence and homosexuals. Since 2007, she is also a senator for the Flemish socialist party. 

    EDUCATION 

University of Ghent in top 10 of The Scientist’s “Best places to work in 
Academia 2009” 

The American Scientific Journal The Scientist has ranked the University of Ghent in 8th. place in its list of 

“Best places to work in Academia 2009 – Top 10 International Academic Institutions”. The journal 

conducted a large-scale poll among life-sciences academicians who were asked to evaluate their work 

environment on the basis of 38 criteria, such as job satisfaction, infrastructure, salary, research resources, 

policy, frequency of publications, etc. 

    QUALITY OF LIFE 

Belgium 8 th on the list of best countries to live in  

International Living ranked Belgium eighth in the list of countries with the best quality of life (according to 

the Quality of Life Index). The assessment is based on criteria such as cost of living, culture, entertainment, 

environment, safety, healthcare, infrastructure, economic situation…Belgium’s high score – 78 out of 100 – 

is due to a large extent to the many qualities of Brussels which is described as “the greenest capital of 

Europe”, and as being very attractive to the many expatriates who live there.  Belgium also scores high in 

terms of free time activities, infrastructure and healthcare.  www.internationalliving.com 

 


